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Abstract. In our previous work we have showed that we can improve
classifications of facial emotions (FE) by extending a dataset with chaotic
dynamics parameters of eye movements (EM). This time we wanted to
confirm our results using public and independently created video sources
and for this purpose we chose the Affectiva-MIT Facial Expression
Dataset (AM-FED). Our purpose was to find out whether we can esti-
mate Happiness through non-linear dynamics of EM also in independent
video data. We have calculated EM chaotic dynamics in video record-
ings of the AM-FED database and performed estimations of Happiness
calculated with parameters provided by the Open Face library (OF).
We also calculated correlation between these parameters and parame-
ters attached to the AM-FED database using our own method based
on sliding windows and proposed a method of using its output parame-
ter with a short algorithm. We have observed that true Happiness was
connected to a moderate value of negative correlation with EM chaotic
dynamics in the case when smile was not present, while for declarative
“Smile” parameters we observed a moderate positive value. By using EM
chaotic dynamics correlation we have estimated the difference between
posed smiles and true Happiness with the XGBoost classifier, with accu-
racy results of 0.75 (ROC-AUC 0.9) and precision of 0.8 (tested with
dataset of 0.33). We are proposing EM chaotic dynamics parameters as
an extension for estimations of Happiness based only on facial muscles
activity. We think that this approach can confirm the authenticity of
Happiness in various cases and also introduce the distinction between
real and declarative FE into Computer Vision. It also can bring solution
in cases when lower part of the face is hidden, i.e. when is covered by a
protective mask.
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1 Introduction

There is lack of publications related to the EM chaotic dynamics during differ-
ent emotions, especially in the context of their use in estimation of the facial
emotions. This is the continuation of our research on the complex dynamical sys-
tem describing EM presented in our previous article [1], where we have proved
a positive, statistically significant correlation between the value of EM chaotic
dynamics and the intensity of the Happiness (as FE).

In our previous experiment we have simultaneously recorded FE and EM in
49 subjects and analyzed responses to the video stimuli with Happiness and Con-
tempt [1]. We have described EM by nonlinear dynamical system and observed
that Happiness was positively correlated with EM chaotic behavior, while both
the linear and the noise components were mostly negatively correlated with this
FE [1]. In the case of our data, we have observed that while Happiness intensity
increases, the EM becomes more chaotic and behaves less noisy [1].

As a continuation of our research project, we wanted to test our findings
on public domain videos with FE classified by Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) [2]. For this purpose we have chosen the “AM-FED” database created by
researchers of the Affectiva Inc, the MIT Media Lab and the Robotics Institute
of Carnegie Mellon University, providing both human (“Smile”) and algorith-
mic (“Smile V2”) types of classification, showing the faces of people watching
amusing video clips [3]. We wanted to compare the differences in EM chaotic
dynamical properties between people who show the true (Happiness) or only
the declarative FE (Smile). We have used the OpenFace (OF) library for Action
Units (AU) estimations and for estimations of gaze vectors used to calculate the
chaotic dynamics of the EM [4]. We used the FACS algorithm for Happiness esti-
mations in the AM-FED videos. For Smile parameters, estimations have been
provided with this database [3].

Seeing is an active process. Our eyes are continuously moving and searching
the environment in order to capture interesting objects within the fovea which
is the high resolution region of the retina. As these interactions are complex,
EM must response with fast complex movements. Therefore, describing the EM
behavior as a nonlinear dynamic system seems natural. The EM changes may
have different attractors that determine their behavior in time. As we have pre-
viously demonstrated, in natural conditions EM behaviors are dominating by
chaos or by noise. Chaotic behaviors were described in different parts of the
human body: in the heart rate [5], in the brain activity recorded by EEG and
described by fractal dimension or in the gait kinematics of healthy subjects that
have chaotic properties [6] which are lost in Parkinson’s diseases [7]. However,
still not many researchers describe EM by nonlinear dynamics, even if processes
in the retina show a complex, multi-attractor behaviors [8].

E. Paulson discussed the reading processes and concluded that it can be
described as a self-similar, nonlinear dynamical system dependent on the reader
and text characteristics that can be explained by the chaos theory principle.
Chaotic dynamics can explain difficulty in predicting the nature of a reader’s
eye movement regressions [9]. K.M.Hampson and E.A.H. Mallen observed that
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the eye aberration dynamics are chaotic and they characterized it by using tech-
niques from the chaos theory by measuring the monochromatic aberration [10].
W. Richards et al. have used the EM data collected from perceptual tasks: binoc-
ular rivalry, fixation patterns during search, simple multi-stable percepts, and
perceptual segments in several movies suggested that the mechanisms underlying
our percepts might be modeled as nonlinear, deterministic systems that exhibit
chaotic behavior. The eye scanning strategy appears to be controlled by nonran-
dom, dynamical spatial representation, but not a temporal one [11]. Harezlak
et al. classifies EM as a signal exposing features characteristic of the chaotic
natures, simultaneously emphasized that obtaining confidence in differentiating
chaotic and noise behaviors requires the application of various approaches [12].
S. S. M. Chanijani analyzed 3 types of students and concluded that information
entropy of EM is higher for novice people. C. Astefanoaei et al. found properties
of chaos in the saccadic EM temporal series collected from a healthy subjects by
estimating the correlation dimensions [13,14]

In our work, we have compared results of Smile and Happiness classification
in context of the EM chaotic dynamics. We propose to use the EM chaotic param-
eters as an additional data in the method of FE classification. In particular, we
were interested if EM chaotic dynamics can improve estimations of authenticity
of expressed Happiness and if it can help to solve the common mistakes in the
automated FE classifications, like mistaking a worry face of pain with a smile.

2 Methods

The AM-FED database consists of 242 facial videos (168,359 frames) recorded by
web-application at the frequency of 14 FPS and with the resolution of 320× 240
in a real user’s conditions. The viewers watched one of three intentionally amus-
ing videoclips [3]. All AM-FED’s videos were estimated by certified FACS coders
and by automated facial expression analysis [3]. Each video was labeled frame-
by-frame for the presence of AUs, by at least 3 FACS trained specialists (chosen
from 16) [3]. The AM-FED coders labeled activity of AU2, AU4, AU5, AU9,
AU12, AU14, AU15, AU17, AU18 and AU26. This database also provides its
own index for the “Smile” and according to the authors, smiles were labeled and
in this dataset are distinct from the labels for AU12. The AU12 may occur also
in an expression that would not necessarily be given the label of smile (e.g. a gri-
mace) and this is why they labeled for presence of the “smile” rather than AU12
[3]. Researchers agreed that AU activity is present in case of consent of over
50% of the coders and assumed that a label is not present if 100% agreed (the
mean percentage agreement across classifications was 0.98) [3]. This database
also includes the results of the baseline estimation for smile (“smile V2”) using
an algorithm based on landmarks detection and tracking, Histogram of Orien-
tated Gradients computed for the face regions and classification based on the
Support Vector Machine with the RBF kernel [3].
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As previously mentioned, we used the OF library to extract from AM-FED
videos the information about eye directions expressed as the gaze vectors (x,y,z)
and also to detect, set and track landmarks describing the shape of face elements
in the video and evaluate the presence and the intensity of specific AU [1,4].

We used this data to estimate Happiness, first by calculating its presence
(HP) as:

HP = P (AU06) · P (AU12) (1)

and next, for non-zero presence outputs calculating its intensity (HI) as:

HI =
I(AU06) + I(AU12)

2
· HP (2)

where P stands for a function which expresses the presence of emotion in AU, I -
function which expresses intensity of given AU, n is the number of AU’s defined
for happiness.

Our methods of the EM chaotic dynamical analysis described in our previ-
ous article calculates 3 parameters: chaos, noise and linear [1]. The EM chaotic
dynamics parameters were calculated in the window which size was determined
experimentally and then we calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient for the
AM-FED’s “Smile”, “smile V2” and for “Happiness. We used a simplified model
to calculate the noise level, which does not require correlation entropy [15]. We
basically counted the average line in the recurrence diagram, which must be
greater than 1. In our case, the noise level was in the range of NTS = up to 50%
i.e. the standard noise deviation is 50% of the standard deviation of the data.
From the equation in previous noise estimation article [15], to estimate 50% of
the NTS, we need an average line of length <n> and from this we calculate
minimal number of data Min(no-data) as stated in Eq. 3.

〈n〉(NTS = 0.5) =
2 − 0.5p

1 − 0.5p
=

2 − 0.50.3441717

1 − 0.50.3441717
= 5.71

Min(nodata) = e5.71 = 301 (3)

From the Eq. 22 presented in the article on Noise-level estimation we can cal-
culate the minimum value of parameter p = 0.3441717, so the minimum amount
of data to estimate 50% of the noise level is 301 items [15]. The standard devia-
tion and the mean change over time in our non-stationary data, thus we needed
the window as small as possible but larger than 301, so that the stationarity
within the window will be maintained to minimize the error.

We also wanted to keep the window data as stationary as possible, because
the noise estimation error is also due to the non-stationarity. In order to reveal
the optimal window size we calculated Noise, Linear and Chaos separately for
different widths and the optimal window size of the stationary data was around
400 items. In our previous article we performed analysis to make sure that the
number of points is not too small, thus we calculated cross-correlations to dif-
ferent reference window widths between 300 and 1000 items. After this analysis
we concluded that the window of 300 points was too small, but width of 400
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brought statistically significant results and showed the optimal reference point
for the entire estimation in the center of the window [1].

In our dataset we also wanted to include different correlations and provided
it by recreating correlation data through the dependency between EM chaotic
dynamics and chaos means shifted to different positions in the window.

3 Results

As previously mentioned, we calculated the EM chaotic dynamics parameters
basing on gaze vectors time series obtained from the AM-FED videos. Then we
calculated the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between EM chaotic dynamics
parameters shifted to the center of the window and AM-FED’s “Smile”, “Smile
V2” and “Happiness” calculated on the basis of the OF’s AU classifications.
Figure 1 presents results of this correlation calculations performed on averaged
data from AM-FED videos, where the p-value of correlation calculated for a
particular data was <0.05. For Smile it was 161 AM-FED videos, for “Smile
V2” 240 and for Happiness 190. The total number of all video frames with
calculated p-value <0.05 was 317783. As we can see on both Figs. 1a and 1b a
smile is accompanied by a positive correlation with the chaotic EM, while in
the case of Happiness we can see negative correlation (while “Smile” and “Smile

(a) “Smile (AM-FED)” (b) “Smile V2 (AM-FED)”

(c) “Happiness (OpenFace)”

Fig. 1. Average correlations of EM chaotic dynamics
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V2” are simultaneously not present). Because we assumed that both “Smile”
parameters could simultaneously occur with Happiness, we calculated this factor
and speculated that Happiness could occur in 65% of smile frames (73008 of
AU06’s non-zero intensity for 111708 non-zero intensity data frames of AU12).

Just to remind, according to the AMFED database authors, smiles are dis-
tinct from the labels of AU12, as AU12 may occur also in other expressions, like
a grimace. For both Smile and Happiness the opposite direction is visible when
analyzing the correlation results with the chaotic EM (while maintaining similar
low-average levels). In our opinion, this parameter distinguishes between posed
smile and true FE of Happiness. The chaotic EM is visible for all data positively
correlated with Happiness, negative correlation is only visible for Happiness not
confirmed by results of “Smile” estimations.

This observation was earlier confirmed with very similar positive statistically
significant correlations levels [1]. Therefore, we propose to introduce the chaotic
EM parameters into the FACS-based automated methods of Happiness estima-
tion along with a decision mechanism that would determine whether the intensity
of AU06 and AU12 can be classified as true or not. The resolving mechanism
could be based on short algorithm realizing the following formula:

[AU12]Activity = TrueSmile =
[AU06]Intensity · [Correlation(EyeChaos, [AU06]Intensity) > 0] (4)

Figure 2 presents proposed model modifying to the standard FACS approach
by adding parameters of chaotic EM to the estimation of the emotion. The
final decision should be based on previously described window size estimation,
method of windows centring and calculation of correlation coefficient between
EM chaotic dynamics and intensity of Happiness.

We tested this new approach on a simplified dataset and for this purpose
we used both Smile parameters and additionally: happiness intensity, centered
EM chaos mean and EM chaos mean shifted by different thresholds (including
different multiplications as described in the “Methods”). We normalized dataset
with the min-max approach and as classification target we chose “Smile” or
“Smile V2” binarized for zero and non-zero intesities. We tested estimations on
our data with the XGBoost classifier, which might be described as a decision
tree with gradient boosting optimization [16].

When we were building the dataset for estimations, we first checked if clas-
sification of smile parameters by Happiness data was random and after this
confirmation, we started to add additional EM chaos parameters. Interestingly,
when we started to do it, the accuracy started then to rise to a level of 0.78.
Fig3 presents confusion matrixes for both types of smile estimation and for both
types of dataset (with and without the chaotic dynamics data).
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Fig. 2. Proposed improvement to Happiness estimation model basing on FACS and
EM chaos calculations

(a) “Smile” (b) “Smile V2”

(c) “Smile and parameters of EM chaos” (d) “Smile V2 and parameters of EM chaos”

Fig. 3. Confusion matrixes.
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For a test dataset of 0.33 of the data and the XGBoost’s classification we
achieved “Smile” accuracy of 0.76 (ROC-AUC = 0.86) with precision of 0.44 and
“Smile V2” accuracy of 0.74 (ROC-AUC = 0.93) with precision of 0.80.

The confusion matrixes show a significant difference between the results of
classification of “Smile” and “Smile V2”. We think that it is easier for an algo-
rithm to estimate the results of another algorithm and this could be a reason
for this differences. The results of human analysis could be more subjective and
based on observations that are intuitive for humans, including complexity of
negotiations carried out by human coders. This aspects could make classifica-
tion more difficult for a machine learning methods, using this set of data.

Fig. 4. The plot of decision tree for “Smile” attribute with Xgboost’s regression and 2
levels of depth.

Figure 4 presents the decision tree generated for the “Smile” attribute with
the Xgboost regression (XGBRegressor) with 2 levels of depth and the dataset
used for classifications. We used different methods for visualisation, but we think
that regression have a greater degree of freedom and thus are more reliable and
conveys the best tree information. As we can see, two parameters are taking
major part in the estimation process: the mean of EM chaos shifted to the win-
dow center (“Chaos meansh”) and the intensity of AU12 (“AU12 r”). However,
at the first tree node the AU12 is taken into account only at very low intensity
(<0.01) and later correlation between ’Chaos meansh’ and “Smile” is well visi-
ble. If ’Chaos meansh’ is small, then “Smile” is also low and if is greater than the
threshold, the “Smile” value is greater too. From this decision decomposition we
can see that EM chaos plays a more important role than the intensity of AU12.

4 Discussions

It should be noted, that both Smile and Happiness were estimated from the
same video recordings, but partly from different time series when only AU12
(Smile) or both AU06 and AU12 are active (Happiness). Stewart, Bucy, and
Mehu by using FACS Action Units definitions differentiate between Posed Smile
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(also called “non-felt” or false when only AU12 is active - lip corners pulled up
and at an angle only) and true Happiness or Enjoyment (also called “felt” or
“Duchenne”) when both AU12 and AU06 are active (lip corners pulled up and
at an angle, muscles surrounding the eyes contracted) [17]. We think that this
approach has a reference to the differences between AM-FED smile parameters
and Happiness calculated over the OF’s estimations.

Happiness, besides the AU12 activity, is additionally accompanied by activity
of the AU06. At the same time, this activity (AU06) seems to be connected to
the change in correlation (from negative to positive) between the EM chaotic
dynamics and the intensity of this emotion.

Researches so far differentiated between “Smile” and “Happiness” through
the AU activity and postulated various emotional bases and social functions
for each type of smile. As smiles are varying in relation to the social context,
they have different consequences for observers and different diversity of expres-
sion [17].

Stewart et al. listed 5 different kinds of expressions: posed, enjoyment, amuse-
ment, controlled and contempt smiles. They might be identified by morphological
characteristics of the face, like the direction of lip corner pulling, different mus-
cular “controls” in the lower face that influence the shape of the mouth and
by co-activation of muscles surrounding the eyes [17]. By distinguishing in the
AU06 activity, authors found differences between posed smile and face expres-
sion related to the Happiness. According to authors, the most prominent signal
of smiling is the pulling of lip corners, prototypically up and at an angle by
the zygomatic muscle (AU12), but the activation of the orbicularis oculi muscle
(AU6) is the most common facial component that could reflect the pleasantness
of an emotional experience as well as its intensity and authenticity [17].

Posed smiles occur when an individual attempts to, either just signal positive
emotion or to mask other emotions. In both cases the AU06 is generally not
contracted [17]. In contrast, enjoyment smiles in addition to activation of AU12,
activates also the upper face AUs and this way regulates the eye aperture and
reinforces the impression in the recipient, that the smile was “felt”. This is
why enjoyment smiles have been strongly associated with feelings of amusement
and happiness, as well as behaviors like cooperation. It might lead to “facial
feedback” as the attribution of emotion by a viewers will be affected by specific
facial display morphology [17].

We might say, that posed smiles might not be as strongly associated with the
felt emotion of happiness as enjoyment smiles. In our study, we found that they
are additionally accompanied by a change in the correlation between the chaotic
EM and estimated emotion intensity. Perhaps this reaction has a communication
dimension of social signaling. It might be related to the expectation of feedback
on the observer’s face, which is occurring by searching the view field and thus, in a
change in the dynamics of EM. Here, facial expressions connected to Happiness
should be interpreted as displaying different levels of emotional information,
on the other hand, posed smiles seem to be a lighter signals, not triggering a
feedback reaction in our social and emotional system.
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We think that such observations could be also used in medical analysis. One
example could be for Bradykinesia with Parkinson’s disease. The Bradykine-
sia can be defined as slow motions and is often characterized by difficulties in
initiating, maintaining or voluntarily synchronizing a motions [18]. One of the
most difficult aspects of the Bradykinesia, is the fact that it ultimately affects
all striated muscles [18]. Therefore, as the disease progresses, people with PD
experience chewing difficulties, dysphagia, and difficulty speaking and expressing
their faces [18]. Such a person can give the impression of being stiff and wooden-
faced. In this regard, we think that the analysis of the EM chaotic dynamics
could provide be a support in the interpretation of facial emotions.

5 Conclusions

Happiness allows individuals to build and strengthen social connections and
facial expressions are very important features of communication for most of
the primates [19,20]. The humans through their social and emotional abilities
are excellent in distinguishing between posed and true Happiness, but existing
methods in computer science often are wrong and rather unable to define the real
FE. The method presented in this article uses EM chaotic dynamics correlation
together with the FACS estimations, which can bring significant support and
improvement in these problematic processes. We see the sense of further research
in this area, as it can help in FE classification of people with mimicry problems,
like Parkinson’s disease patients with facial effects of the Bradykinesia (“poker
face”) or just people having problems with proper Happiness mimicry. This
method can also bring solution in Happiness detection for partially covered face
i.e. covered by mask worn during the epidemic).
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